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EINTRITT FREI

VORWORT
Kleider, die Cocktails mixen, die Farbe ändern
oder ein glamouröses Eigenleben führen:
„TECHNOSENSUAL. where fashion meets
technology“ beweist, dass intelligente Mode
längst keine Zukunftsvision mehr ist. Die an
der Ausstellung beteiligten DesignerInnen und
KünstlerInnen – manche von ihnen sind als
Artists-in-Residence im MuseumsQuartier
zu Gast – kommen vorwiegend aus den
Niederlanden. Ihre Entwürfe, Prototypen
und Kollektionen bewegen sich in einer
künstlerisch-kreativen Dreieckskonstellation
von Mode, Mensch und Maschine. Dabei
erweitert der Einsatz moderner Technologien
ihr zeitgenössisches Design nicht nur optisch,
sondern auch funktional.
Die interaktive Ausstellung TECHNOSENSUAL, die von Lectures, Performances
und Workshops begleitet wird, ist ein
Höhepunkt des „Summer of Fashion“ im
MQ, der sich von Juni bis September den
unterschiedlichsten Aspekten der Mode
widmet. Modeausstellungen haben im
freiraum quartier21 INTERNATIONAL im
Sommer bereits Tradition. In dieser nun
zehnten Ausstellung seit Bestehen der
Reihe können Sie erleben, wie sehr die
Zukunft (der Mode) im Hier und Jetzt
stattfindet.
Eine besondere Kooperation besteht
erstmals mit der Universität Mozarteum
Salzburg. StudentInnen der Abteilung für
Bühnen- und Kostümgestaltung, Film- und
Ausstellungsarchitektur haben unter der
Leitung von Professor Henrik Ahr die
Ausstellungsarchitektur konzipiert und
umgesetzt. Ein herzliches Dankeschön für
ihren unkonventionellen Blick auf unseren
geschichtsträchtigen Ausstellungsraum.
Spezieller Dank gilt allen TeilnehmerInnen
der Ausstellung sowie unseren Partnern
und Sponsoren.
Besonders bedanken möchte ich mich bei
Frau Bundesministerin Dr. Claudia Schmied,
Staatsekretär Dr. Wolfgang Waldner,
Botschafter Dr. Martin Eichtinger, dem
Gesandten Dirk Jan Kop (Botschaft des
Königreichs der Niederlande), der Kuratorin
der Ausstellung Anouk Wipprecht sowie den
Mitarbeiterinnen des quartier21 Elisabeth
Hajek, Elke Mitterdorfer und Margit Mössmer.

Wir freuen uns auf Ihren Besuch.
Christian Strasser
Direktor MuseumsQuartier Wien

FOREWORD
Dresses can mix cocktails, change color,
and lead a glamorous life of their own.
“TECHNOSENSUAL. where fashion meets
technology” proves that intelligent fashion
has long gone beyond being a vision of the
future. The designers and artists participating

in the exhibition (some of them staying at the
MuseumsQuartier as artists-in-residence)
predominantly come from the Netherlands.
Their designs, prototypes, and collections
move in a creative triangular constellation
involving fashion, human beings, and
machines. The use of modern technologies
expands these contemporary designs – not
only optically, but also in terms of function.
TECHNOSENSUAL is an interactive
exhibition accompanied by lectures,
performances, and workshops and
represents a highlight of the Summer of
Fashion at the MQ, a complex-wide program
dedicated to the various aspects of fashion
from June to September. Fashion exhibitions
in the summer are already a tradition at
freiraum quartier21 INTERNATIONAL.
In this, the tenth exhibition since the
inception of the series, you can experience
how much of the future (of fashion) is
happening in the here and now.
A special partnership has been established
for the first time with the Mozarteum
University in Salzburg. Students from the
Department for Stage and Costume Design,
Film, and Exhibition Architecture under
Professor Henrik Ahr conceived and
implemented the exhibition architecture.
I would like to extend a warm thanks to
them for bringing their unconventional vision
of our history-charged exhibition space.
A special thanks goes to all of the
participants in the exhibition and our partners
and sponsors.
I would also like to thank Federal Minister
Claudia Schmied, State Secretary Wolfgang
Waldner, Ambassador Martin Eichtinger,
Minister Dirk Jan Kop (Embassy of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands), Curator Anouk
Wipprecht, and the quartier21 staff (Elisabeth
Hajek, Elke Mitterdorfer, and Margit
Mössmer).

We look forward to your visit.
Christian Strasser
Director, MuseumsQuartier Wien

PREFACE
“TECHNOSENSUAL. where fashion meets
technology” presents electronic couture
created by international haute-tech
designers and engineers and investigates
the ways in which fashion and technology
can be combined. By taking a close look
at the world of technologically enhanced
garments, TECHNOSENSUAL raises
questions on how such wearable
technologies may impact the social,
emotional, and cultural layers of society.
In a future where electronics are predicted to
be embedded in everyday objects, what kind
of clothes will we wear? Will future techno

fashion be purely aesthetic? Or will it expand
our awareness, acting like an intelligent
second skin? Will we become super
sensory, physically aware of data flows,
communicating our internal states through
the garments we wear? Or will our smart
clothing spy on us, betraying our confidence
and making us dependent on technology?
And, most pertinently perhaps, how will we
socialize in our world when we are
supervised by technology?
The TECHNOSENSUAL exhibition
features designs from well-known futurists
of fashion and visionary designers who
have distinguished themselves through
contemplative aesthetic designs that attempt
to respond to such questions. The garments
they create are equipped with electronic
components and have an interactive
character. Together, the pieces give a
glimpse into the “smart” clothing that
could make up our wardrobe of the future.
The relationship between the body and
technology is closer than ever since
designers, artists, scientists, and engineers
started combining their practices at the
beginning of this century, and with every
passing day we are weaving electronics
more tightly into the fabric of our physical
world. Electronic systems can now be
layered seamlessly onto a material or
substrate such as plastic or polyester.
Embedded processors and sensors for
transmitting and receiving information create
a vision of cultural transformation that is
both exciting and disturbing. We shape
technology, but technology also shapes us.
New kinds of technological experiences have
emerged and will continue to emerge. What
will these transformations mean for the
relationship between technology and human
beings? Our present bonds with technology
will morph into personal connections with the
interfaces around us. Potential interactions
in these unexplored territories can open up
a discussion about where such intimate
electronics will lead us. This may sound
like a science fiction story, but as systems
increase in their intelligence, technology
is slowly but relentlessly seeping into the
very core of our existence. The aim of
TECHNOSENSUAL and its accompanying
programs is to inquire into the future state
of reactive and interactive systems through
questioning the technologies that are
currently part of our society.
The artists and engineers in this exhibition
investigate what defines being human and
set out to recreate the skin that surrounds
our bodies, bring what is inside out, or
simply embrace the poetics that electronics
and mechanics have to offer. They examine
the enhancement of the human body,
making statements that help us define the
implications of techno-human interfaces and
identify what differentiates us from machines.
Some works evoke nature, where animals

survive by intuition and react on fear,
excitement, and other psycho-physical
states. As we become increasingly detached
from our bodies through the influence of
technology, will wearable interactive systems
widen the gap or will they perhaps help us
bond with ourselves again?
This exhibition pays tribute to a new
approach to creativity that merges design,
fashion, science, and technology with each
other by taking the body as a common
platform for exploration. Presenting a
powerful lineup of researchers, emerging
talent, and fashion tech pioneers,
TECHNOSENSUAL is all about design
at the cutting edge where fashion meets
technology.
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DATES
All events are free of charge
Exhibition opening
June 14, 2012, 8pm
Including performances by Bart Hess and
Maartje Dijkstra, special guest Sabine
Seymour, DJ set and robotic drinks served
by DareDroid2.0.
Side program
Panel discussion, Performance, Workshops,
Symposiums
Jun 15, 2012
7pm
Panel discussion “TECHNOSENSUAL – the
future of fashiontech?” with various
designers, moderated by Frederick Baker.
Location: freiraum quartier21 INTERNATIONAL
Jun 16, 2012
1pm and 9pm
Performance “Audio Ballerinas”
by Benoît Maubrey.
Location: MQ Main Courtyard
In cooperation with
TONSPUR für einen öffentlichen raum
Jun 30, 2012
11am to 2pm
Workshop “For Today I’m a Bird …”
Info and registration: office@mqw.at
2.30 to 5pm
Symposium “Project Science Fashion”
5.30 to 8pm
Symposium “Digital Art ‘Untragbar’”
Location: Arena21
In cooperation with the University of Applied
Arts Vienna and the Academy of Fine Arts
Vienna
Jul 28 and 29, 2012
10am to 5pm
Workshop “Austro-Hungarian Embroidery
gone Electronic” with Mika Satomi and
Hannah Perner-Wilson alias KOBAKANT.
Info and registration: office@mqw.at
Location: freiraum quartier21 INTERNATIONAL
Aug 25 and 26, 2012
12am to 6pm
Children’s Workshop “Kurzschluss –
Future Fashion” with Anouk Wipprecht.
Build futuristic fashion accessories
from electronic toys!
Location: Foyer Arena21
Info and registration: office@mqw.at
In cooperation with Bund Europäischer
Jugend/Junge Europäische Föderalisten
(BEJ/JEF)
Aug 29, 2012
7 to 10pm
Symposium “TECHNOSENSUAL” with V2_
Labs, Pauline Van Dongen und Ebru Kurbak,
moderated by Valérie Lamontagne.
Location: Arena21
In cooperation with monochrom

Last day of exhibition
September 2, 2012
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Coordination
freiraum quartier21 INTERNATIONAL
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Curator
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Translation
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TECHNOSENSUAL
where fashion meets technology

NICKY ASSMANN [NL]
Nicky Assmann explores how the body
relates to objects and spaces from the
perspective of “wearable space.” The skin
as a boundary, both visible and invisible,
is a recurring metaphor in her work and is
extended into space. This phenomenological
approach results in the use of various media,
including wearable technology (embodied
instruments), performance, soap film,
and light installations. With these spatial
installations, Assmann creates dynamic and
temporary spaces in which the sensorial
experience plays a central role. The visitor
can experience this first hand with her
CIRCUIT DRESS, a garment exhibited in
TECHNOSENSUAL that functions as a
wearable instrument.
FREDERICK BAKER [AT/UK]
Frederick Baker is a multimedia artist,
filmmaker, and archaeologist. He is a
professor at the Institute for Creative\Media/
Technologies (IC\M/T) at the St. Pölten
University of Applied Sciences and
codirector of the Cambridge University
Prehistoric Picture Project with Dr.
Christopher Chippindale. His sensotechno
PITOTI project in collaboration with other
staff members at the IC\M/T reflects Baker’s
wider interest in the artistic and academic
integration of digital technology with the
research of ancient art forms, particularly the
rock art of Valcamonica in Alpine Lombardy.
ANBASJA BLANKEN [NL]
Anbasja Blanken is a third-year fashion
design student at the Utrecht School of the
Arts, the Netherlands. She devotes most
of her time to creating art concepts and
experimenting with different materials,
patterns, and constructions. Each of her
collections and art pieces shows an
expression and extension of an artistic
vision. Blanken’s vision is to create designs
that touch people’s hearts; she wants people
to experience designs rather than just look
at them. She designed the see-through
light dress for Ricardo O’Nascimento’s
PAPARAZZI LOVER project.
HUSSEIN CHALAYAN [TU/UK]
Hussein Chalayan is a British/Turkish
Cypriot fashion designer and one of the
most visionary creatives working in fashion
today. His pioneering work is motivated by
ideas drawn from disciplines not readily
associated with fashion, crossing between
anthropology, history, science, philosophy,
and technology. In the TECHNOSENSUAL
exhibition, we are presenting a selection of
Hussein’s mouthwatering creations based
on technology projected in the cinema
space.
MELISSA COLEMAN [NL]
Melissa Coleman is a new media artist,
writer, and curator of the Dutch exhibition
Pretty Smart Textiles. Melissa’s works are
critical explorations of the body in relation
to technology. Coleman is a guest blogger
for Fashioning Technology and designs
interactive textiles like MEDIA VINTAGE
CHARLIE, which she is showing in the
exhibition. As Artist-in-Residence at the MQ,
she created THE HOLY DRESS, a garment
that punishes its wearer with an electric
shock when a lie is told. By wearing the
dress, a person chooses to become a
martyr for truth.
MAARTJE DIJKSTRA [NL]
Netherlands-based fashion designer
Maartje Dijkstra combines fashion
with illustrative motifs and spherical,
individualistic, handcrafted, sculptural

high-fashion pieces. During her stay at the
MQ as Artist-in-Residence she designed a
high-fashion mens outfit in collaboration with
electronic music composer and multimedia
artist Beorn “Newk” Lebenstedt. Consisting
of golden, custom-made zippers, it functions
like the fader controllers used in DJ mixers.
BOGOMIR DORINGER [RS]
Bogomir Doringer was born in 1983 in
Belgrade, Yugoslavia. He works with various
art forms, including fashion, film/video, and
performance, imaginatively blending them
to create complex projects that explore
the conventions and boundaries of medial
representations. As Artist-in-Residence,
Bogomir Doringer and Rein Vollenga
experimented in using this material for
artistic purposes, incorporatng ferrofluid
(a magnetic ink) as a “skin, flesh, or
garment” to cover a sculpture. He applied
an interdisciplinary approach in creating
an object that transforms itself before
the eyes of the viewers.
ADUEN DARRIBA FREDERIKS [ES]
Techno-artist and researcher Aduén
Darriba Frederiks holds a bachelor in art
and technology specializing in interaction
design and a master of art in European
media specializing in the design of natural
behavior for social affective robots. He is
especially fascinated with wearables and
ways in which we can merge the body and
technology. During his stay at the MQ as
Artist-in-Residence, Frederiks developed
the SMOKE DRESS in collaboration with
Anouk Wipprecht.
YING GAO [CA]
Ying Gao is a world renowned fashion
designer from Montreal who is intensely
interested in the construction of garments,
taking her inspiration from the transformation
of the social and urban environment. Her
sensory technologies allow clothing to
become more playful and interactive.
Ying Gao lectures at UQAM and is a recipient
of the Phyllis-Lambert Design Montréal
Grant. Her works PLAYTIME and the very
recent (NO)WHERE, (NO),WHERE are
featured in the exhibition. Ying Gao created
the latter as an Artist-in-Residence for the
TECHNOSENSUAL exhibition; it consists
of a dress with both a normal and a glowin-the-dark state.
MEG GRANT [NZ]
Meg Grant is a designer, technologist,
and maker who researches smart textiles
and wearable electronics. Her work uses
humor and a playful view of human nature
combined with an emphasis on the
aesthetics of electronics, tailoring, and
handcrafting techniques. Teamed up with
Anja Hertenberger, she created LACE
SENSOR DRESSES, a collection of three
dresses that are each embroidered with
a different poem sourced from antique
embroidery samplers.
ANJA HERTENBERGER [DE]
Anja Hertenberger is an artist who
researches identity in relation to media,
surveillance, power, control, and manmachine interaction. She has a fascination
for electronics and writing small programs.
Her recent works include LACE SENSOR
DRESSES (with Meg Grant), TK730 (created
with Meg Grant, Ricardo O’Nascimento, and
Leonie Urff during an artist-in-residency at
V2 Rotterdam), and HYSTERICAL BUBBLE.
BART HESS [NL]
Bart Hess is a Dutch visual artist who
explores multiple fields related to materials,

animation, and photography, venturing
into both commercial design and art.
A powerhouse of creative energy, he
prolifically produces imagery with a primitive
flavor that ingeniously captures futuristic
human shapes and new body forms.
Hess is incessantly compelled to experiment
with low-tech approaches to prosthetic
enhancement. He is responsible for the lead
image of the show and also contributed
MUTANTS, a collaboration between Bart
Hess and Heyheyhey for strp.nl. His slime
performance LIQUIFIED is the opening act
of the exhibition.
KOBAKANT [JP/AT/US]
Mika Satomi and Hannah Perner-Wilson
formed the KOBAKANT collective in 2008.
Their work explores the use of textile crafts
and electronics as a medium for commenting
on technological aspects of today’s high tech
society. KOBAKANT believe in the spirit of
humoring technology, often presenting their
work as a twisted criticism of the stereotypes
that textile craftsmanship (grandmothers) and
electrical engineering (geeks) create. During
their residency at the MQ in July, Mika and
Hannah will be working on a new piece titled
ELECTRICITY HAS EXPENSIVE TASTE.
On July 28 and 29, KOBAKANT will hold
a weekend workshop for everyone who
is curious to learn how to make their own
e-textile craft and fashion technology.
EBRU KURBAK [TU]
Ebru Kurbak was born in Izmir, Turkey.
Currently based in Vienna and Linz, in
her recent works she has been exploring
instrumental, aesthetic, and semiotic
potentials of body-worn interfaces.
She is showing the TAIKNAM HAT in
collaboration with Ricardo O’Nascimento.
VALERIE LAMONTAGNE [CA]
Valérie Lamontagne is a digital media
designer-artist, theorist, and curator
researching techno-artistic frameworks
that combine human/nonhuman agencies.
Looking at the rich practice of performance
art, social intervention, and interactive
installations, she is invested in developing
responsive objects (specifically wearables)
and interactive media scenarios that
interlope the public at large, the environment,
and matter as “performer.” Lamontagne
is the founder and director of 3lectromode,
a design group dedicated to developing
wearables that combine D-I-Y technology
with current fashion research, and will
moderate the closing symposium at the
end of August.
LOCAL ANDROIDS [NL]
, a designer duo
consisting of Cor Baauw and Leonie Baauw,
works in mixed fields of illustration, fine art,
fashion, photography, and animation.
Their works find a balance between new
media and traditional crafting. As Artistsin-Residence they developed a “breathing
artificial skin” garment that pulses at an
increasing speed when another person
approaches. The neckpiece deflates on
touch as sign of trust.
BENOIT MAUBREY [US/FR]
Benoît Maubrey is the director of DIE AUDIO
GRUPPE, a Berlin-based art group that
builds and performs with electronic clothes.
Basically, their creations are electro-acoustic
clothes and dresses equipped with amplifiers
and loudspeakers that make sounds by
interacting thematically and acoustically with
their environment. On May 16, Maubrey will
perform with his project AUDIO BALLERINAS
at the MuseumsQuartier.

LUCY MCRAE [AU]
Lucy McRae is an Australian artist straddling
the worlds of fashion, technology, and the
body. As a body architect she invents and
builds structures on the skin that reshape the
human silhouette. Her provocative and often
grotesquely beautiful imagery suggests a
new breed, a future human archetype
existing in an alternate world. Trained as a
classical ballerina and architect, her work
inherently fascinates with the human body.
The media call her an inventor, friends call
her a trailblazer. Either way, she relies on
instinct to evolve an extraordinary visual path
that is powerful, primal, and uniquely Lucy
McRae. She is showing several video works
in the exhibition.
MONO [NL/NO/CA]
Modern Nomads (MoNo), the creator of
DAREDROID, is a three-person international
artist group. Anouk Wipprecht is a Dutch
fashion tech designer of wearable electronics
and hydraulics. Jane Tingley is a Canadian
artist working in sculpture, responsive
installation, and sound. Marius Kintel is a
Norwegian hacker, tinkerer, and engineer
based in Vienna, Austria. Together they
created DAREDROID2.0, a cocktail-making
dress that serves robotic drinks on the
opening night of the TECHNOSENSUAL
exhibition (June 14).
RICARDO O’NASCIMENTO [BR/IT]
Ricardo O’Nascimento was born in São
Paulo, Brazil, and today lives and works in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands. He is an artist
and researcher in the field of new media and
interactive art and investigates bodyenvironment relations focused on interface
development for worn devices, interactive
installations, and hybrid environments.
O’Nascimento is showing the TAIKMNAM
HAT, a kinetic feather hat that reacts and
animates in accordance with the changes in
its surrounding electromagnetic waves, and
his new project, PAPARAZZI LOVER. The
latter is a dress that flashes back at cameras.
LEONIE SMELT [NL]
Leonie Smelt is a Dutch fashion designer
whose work is inspired by architecture,
mathematical structures, new technology,
light design, and video art. Her collections
and fashion videos have been shown
internationally at exhibitions and festivals
and during Fashion Weeks in Vienna in 2009
and Amsterdam in 2012. She developed
THE HOLY DRESS together with
TECHNOSENSUAL Artist-in-Residence
Melissa Coleman.
ROYAL PHILIPS ELECTRONICS [NL]
Royal Philips Electronics of the Netherlands
is a diversified health and wellness company
focused on improving people’s lives through
timely innovations. Specializing in healthcare,
lifestyle, and lighting, Philips integrates
technologies and design into people-centric
solutions. They are presenting BUBELLE,
a provocation also known as “the blushing
dress” that conveys the emotional state of
the wearer through eighteen separate
miniature projectors located between the
layers of the garment. A series of biometric
sensors collect data such as heart rate,
respiration, and galvanic skin response, and
the emotional information is visualized by
altering the intensity, shape, and colors of
light generated by the projectors.
GRAHAM SMITH [CA]
Graham Smith is an artist and inventor who
has been creating and exhibiting his robotic,
telepresence, and kinetic sculptures around
the world for more than 25 years. As a former

researcher at the world famous McLuhan
Program in Culture and Technology at the
University of Toronto, he has consistently
worked to morph the boundaries between
the worlds of art and science to create new
works that redefine how we see the world
and interact in it. MORPHOGENIC is an
interactive fashion initiative to create a new
form of wearable clothing that allows the
wearer to change the color of the fabric in
relation to the environment in which it is
placed.
DJANGO STEENBAKKER [NL]
Dutch designer Django Steenbaker is known
for his wearable yet high-couture approach
to fashion. Steenbaker’s strong silhouettes
with a flirty touch have walked many a red
carpet and have been featured in fashion
shows like the Amsterdam International
Fashion Week and the Millionaire’s Fair. In
the last few years he has developed a unique
stylistic vocabulary that stands for itself.
He combines elements of fashion, art, and
architecture that retain the shape and image
of aesthetic and feminine appearance.
For his UNTANGLE ME project, with hair
sponsored by Balmain, Django created a
dress that starts to shake when it is brushed.
STUDIO ROOSEGAARDE [NL]
Artist and innovator Daan Roosegaarde
investigates the dawn of a new nature
evolving from technological innovations by
creating social designs that instinctively
respond to sound and movement.
Roosegaarde’s remarkable works of art
function as an exploration of the dynamic
relationship between architecture, people,
and technology. The show features Studio
Roosegaarde’s INTIMACY2.0, a series of
dresses that change levels of transparency
in response to close encounters with people.
NANCY TILBURY [UK]
Nancy Tilbury is a fashion designer by
training, described as a fashion alchemist.
Tilbury interrogates new materialogy and
fashioning for the 21st-century body. Her
practice unites fashion and science, enabling
the creation of distinctly original silhouettes.
She is showing her video work DIGITAL
SKINS | BODY ATMOSPHERES and
codesigned the BUBELLE dress, a project
by Royal Philips Electronics.
PAULINE VAN DONGEN [NL]
Pauline van Dongen is a fashion designer
from the Netherlands whose signature style
has been described as sculptural science.
Her womenswear collections stand out by
their minimalistic design and clean look, and,
most of all, their experimental and innovative
approach. Unconventional or new materials
inspire van Dongen to explore and research
the processing and nishing of a garment
and allow her to work like a researcher. Her
3D-printed MORPHOGENESIS shoes are
featured in the TECHNOSENSUAL exhibition.
KARINA VAN HECK [NL]
Karina van Heck is an artist based in
Eindhoven whose installations and objects
are aesthetic additions to the body alluding
to medical practices. Her work poses
questions about how far we can go with the
integration of technical appliances with the
human body. It shows our fear of losing
control of our own system, but through
exaggeration leaves space for the absurd
and humoristic. The BODY SPEAKER is a
good example: it allows the user to listen
to his or her own body noises and create
a live remix.

REIN VOLLENGA [NL]
Rein Vollenga is a Dutch artist whose
sculptures have been exhibited worldwide.
He has produced several collaborative
projects and special commissions involving
wearable sculptures for performers like
Lady Gaga and fashion studios like Thierry
Mugler. These works take on a new life
outside familiar art contexts. Vollenga’s
highly visceral sculptures demonstrate his
fascination for the human body merged
with a synthetic aesthetic. Vollenga worked
on the sculpture for the ferrofluid project for
TECHNOSENSUAL on the invitation of
Bogomir Doringer.
ANOUK WIPPRECHT [NL]
Anouk Wipprecht is a Dutch designer in the
emerging field of techno-couture. Her work
is a rare combination of sartorial know-how,
smart textiles, micro controllers, and sensory
systems. She seeks to create electronically
enhanced designs projected as an extension
of the body. Wipprecht is the curator of
the TECHNOSENSUAL exhibition and is
showing her creations SMOKE DRESS
and DAREDROID2.0 as well as PSEUDOMORPHS, a series of self-painting dresses.
She also collaborated on INTIMACY 2.0 and
the MORPHOGENIC project.
AOIFE WULLUR [NL]
Aoife Wullur, a recent graduate from the
Design Academy Eindhoven, designs work
that discusses technical transparency,
authenticity, and human experience.
Essentially, it is conceptual design with a
technological touch. Wullur’s work takes a
close look at our rapidly growing tendency to
surround ourselves with all kinds of devices
that we do not understand technically even
though we use them on a daily basis. In
response, she has created what she calls
Slow Electronics, an approach that reflects
on our behavior and shows the sensibility
and beauty of technical transparency in
design. For her SHADES OF LIGHT and
LIGHT DIVIDER project, she has developed
a new way of interweaving electronics and
fabric.
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